Worksheet 6. Vocabulary practice

Circle the correct word or phrase to complete each sentence.

1. Tents are often made of (denim / canvas).

2. A person who moves his home from one country to another is (an immigrant / a tourist).

3. The surface of a mirror has to be smooth; it can’t be (rough / shiny).

4. A quantity or amount of something that is available to be used is a (development / supply).

5. Charles was (nicknamed / made) Curly by his friends because his hair was very curly.

6. A person who has skills in several areas is (glamorous / versatile).

7. Someone who works under the ground to remove a special mineral is a (farmer / miner).

8. Another word for work, especially difficult physical work, is (labor / rough).

9. Her dress was made of a soft, silk (fabric / tent).

10. A period of ten years is a (decade / century).

11. The opinion people have of a person, organization, or product, or the way a person or organization seems to be to the public is its (show / image).

12. A presentation of the latest designs in clothes is a (movie / fashion show).